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temperature behavior Is found. Then, cold coolant begins to arrive. As* an

example, Fig.2 illustrates temperature variation.

Experimental data have been gained for three flows through the model

:0,72, 1,0 and 1,5 1/s (see Fig.3-5)

Blot numbers being average ones for time related to

temperature changing from 9 to 0.99 :
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Failure conditions due to dangerous Increasing in power or flow rate

drop are the most hazardous in terms of the rise of thermal stresses.

Initial rise in temperature may run to 100 C and more. Sodium temperature

at the subassembly inlet is varied according to definite time constant

which is equal to fuel pin time constant (about 2 sec), that is below the

time constant for massive part of subassembly head (4-10 sec). Thus,

variations in sodium temperature are, for subassembly head , almost

momentary and bring about maximal thermal stresses.

Experiments on transient temperature behavior in subassembly head

under thermal impact conditions have been performed on the model, cross

section of which is shown in Fig.1.

Magnitude of temperature has been measure in two cross sections by

chromel-alumel thermocouples bended in the middle of the wall, at its

outer surface and in the coolant flow for distance of 3mm from the wall.

To measure temperature difference between middle of the wall and its

surface fast differential thermocouples chromel-sodium-potassium have been

used.

Model has been mounted at the high-temperature installation AR-1. At

first, hot coolant arrives at the subassembly head, where steady

equal to 2.1, 2.2 and 4.6. respectively

Transient equation of heat conduction

2
p Cp — = A 7 t + q(r)
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with boundary conditions
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has been solved in the work [1] using collocation approach and solution

gained with a high degree of precision is in agreement with experimental

data (Fig.6-8).

It Is know, that for a plate or hollow cylinder tangential thermal

stresses at the surface can be defined as in work [ 2 ]:

<rt = (t - tH)

Results have shown that (t-tw) - 10°C.

By virtue of the fact ,that for stainless steel

a. E

= 5 MPa / UC
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maximal value of thermal elastic stresses reaches ~ 50 MPa.

If range of temperature variation will be up to 100°C, stresses under

the same perturbation reach -100 MPa. This is more below than a limit of

material yield which at 700°C is about 200 MPa. To produce deformation at

the surface of subassembly head an increase in perturbation speed is

needed.

Nomenclature

t - wall temperature;

x - radial coordinate, measured from symmetric plane;

9 - coolant temperature;

T - time;

5 - wall thickness;

t - wall temperature average in cross section;

a. - coefficient of expansion;

E - modulus of elasticity;

<r - tangential stress;

H - Pouasson coefficient;

A - heat conductivity;

a - heat transfer;

p.C - density and thermal capacity, respectively.
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Fig.l. Scheme of subassembly head mounting in test section.
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Fig.3. Experiment 1:

I - -e, 2 -t(5), 3 - t(0),
5 -t(5) - t(O).

•Fig.4. Experiment 2.

Fig.2. Temperature variation with time

T - in the middle of wall

T,, - subassembly head surface

T - coolant
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Fig.7. The same in experiment 2.
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Fig.8. The same in experiment 3.
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Fig.5. Experiment 3.
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Fig. 6. Experiment 1. Variation of cross section

average temperature (1) and surface temperature (2).


